**DEVELOPER**
Town of Sulzbach-Rosenberg, construction department

**PROJECT**
Renewal of the bridge at Erlheimer Weg, Sulzbach-Rosenberg

- The bridge over the Erlbach at Erlheimer Weg will be rebuilt following road widening and the anticipate increase in loads
- The necessary civil engineering and road-building measures require investigation of the subsoil in order to determine the basis for the further planning
- An integral structure with a clear width of 7.0 m and a headroom of 1.2 m over a width of 11.5 m is planned

**OUR SERVICES**
- Subsoil investigation with environmental and soil physical analyses and their evaluation
- Conclusions on the groundwater situation in the planning area
- Preparation of a subsoil report with details of the subsoil situation and foundation recommendations as a basis for the execution planning